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Abstract

In this paper we continue the development of a relative version of T-duality in generalized complex
geometry which we propose as a manifestation of mirror symmetry. We discuss the integrability of the
transform from Part I in terms of data on the base manifold. We work with semi-flat generalized com-
plex structures on realn-torus bundles with section over ann-dimensional base and use the transform
on vector bundles developed in Part I of this paper to discuss the bijective correspondence between
semi-flat generalized complex structures on pairs of dual torus bundles. We give interpretations of
these results in terms of relationships between the cohomology of torus bundles and their duals. We
comment on the ways in which our results generalize some well established aspects of mirror sym-
metry. Along the way, we give methods of constructing generalized complex structures on the total
spaces of the bundles we consider.
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1. Introduction

In the associated paper, Part I: The Transform on Vector Bundles, Spinors, and Branes
[1], we gave transformation rules for generalized almost complex structures on vector bun-
dles, including various assumptions and compatibility conditions. We have also commented
on the mirror transformation on spinors and branes, as well as a relationship to Dirac ge-
ometries on the base manifold. Furthermore, we have examined the geometry of a pair
of transverse foliations, and the compatibilities with generalized complex and generalized
Kähler structures. We have proposed this transformation as a very simple case of mirror
symmetry. In this paper, we continue the analysis, focusing on the integrability conditions,
and the new features that arise in the case of torus bundles. Finally, we work out some
more explicit details in certain examples. In Part I, we have included a more complete
introduction, with background material and additional references.

In this paper, we relate the integrability ofsemi-flat (seeDefinition 2.2) generalized
almost complex structures on torus and vector bundles to data which lives only on the base
manifold. We show that a semi-flat generalized almost complex structure is integrable if
and only its mirror structure is integrable.

Using a natural connection on a torus bundleZ→ M with zero sections, we will
construct semi-flat generalized complex structuresJ onZ from generalized almost complex
structuresJ on the vector bundles∗TZ/M ⊕ TM . The definition of semi-flat includes the
condition that

J(s∗TZ/M ⊕ s∗T∨Z/M) = TM ⊕ T∨M.

Then we have the following two results.

Theorem 1.1 (3.4).A semi-flat generalized almost complex structure J on a torus bundle
Z→ M with zero section s is integrable if and only if

[J(S⊕ S∨),J(S⊕ S∨)] = 0,

where S is the sheaf of flat sections of s∗TZ/M .

Corollary 1.2 (3.5).A semi-flat generalized almost complex structure J on a torus bundle
Z→ M is integrable if and only if its mirror structure Ĵ on the dual torus bundle Ẑ→ M

is integrable.

These statements set the stage for understanding mirror symmetry and the mirror trans-
form of D-branes in generalized Calabi–Yau geometry. Our results are a direct generalization
of the setup employed by Arinkin and Polishchuk[32] in ordinary mirror symmetry. Explicit
examples of this fact can be found in Section5.

We relate this transformation of geometric structures to a purely topological map on
differential forms which descends to a map from the de Rham cohomology ofZ to the de
Rham cohomology of̂Z. In particular, the map on differential forms exchanges the pure
spinors associated to the generalized complex structure onZ with the ones associated to the
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